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Abstract:

This project is a school for dance located in the Northwest of Washington, D.C. lt functions mainly as a
professional educational center for dance, but also offers classes to the community at night and on
weekends. The school willaccomadate up to 250 professional students and as many from the community.
The community classes help support the school as well as provide students with the opportunity to obtain
teaching experience. Opera, previously the main draw for musical performances, has, in recent years,
become increasingly expensive to produce. As a result it has become unavailable to many. This has
resulted in a rise in the popularity of dance. The decision to design a school for dance was inspired partially[ l
by my love for dance and partially by the increased need for such a school. A pinwheel circulation was
chosen as an indication of perpetual movement and the school evolved around this idea.Honest, but
modest materials were used as is befitting a public school with limited financial resourses. The tactile
qualities of the materials are important. Materials are rough and informal, as are the students in the initial
execution of their art; moving towards refinement and, subsequently, moving on. The accumulation of
many small individual units all working together to make a whole is similar to the relationship of the students
to the school. Brick is too formal for this school and for this site, so block was chosen. The building takes
advantage of every opportunity to interact with the site by providing natural gardens and outdoor places to
dance. The paths formed by each leg of the pinwheel are intervvoven with the site so that each path is part
site, part building. It is important to provide students with informal meeting places in order to increase the
possibility of contact with others. This is an important aspect of any school, therefore every opportunity
was taken to provide them where possible. The intent was to provide a well composed, well
choreographed space that was rich in its sensory offerings and amenable to the study of dance.
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SITE E scaIe=1”:200'

Awooded site through which run two streams was the building became the performance space. Around from the academic setting. The sleeping rooms are
chosen partially because of the presence of water, the this six studios were placed. At the end of each leg the located to the east where the sun signals the sleepers to
sounds it provides, the way it reflects the sun and secondary buildings are located. North light being more rise. The parking lot is located to the west, also separated ·
partially because of the presence of trees, the shade constant, more serious; introverted, seemed most by water, One must cross water tc reach the building,
they provide, their smells, their play with light and the appropriate for the library, so the library was placed at the cars do net crcss the water, Senrice Vehicles apprcach
birds they house. The site offers a possibility of end of the north leg. Southern light being less constant, from behind gn unpayed grayei reads that meander
lnteraction with the students by providing natural more playtul; extroverted, seemed appropriate for thrgughthetreeg so 35 ngttgimpose Qnthe site,
gardens and outdoor dance areas. The school began placement of the cafe. This requires that one must cross
with the pinwheelcirculation. This was placed on the site the water to reach the cafe. Separation is desirable
so that two of the Iegs crossed the water. The heart of because it disassociates the social occasion of dining ^
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LIBRARY PATH CAFE PATH

Each of the four paths has its own subjective which are just high enough so students can holst Benches along the path provide people with a place to
qualities so as to evoke different memories or feelings. themselves up to sit and enjoy the fragrant flowers sit and listen to the rain.
The path to the parking lot is left as a worn foot path, growing on the arbor. The covered masonry path to the The parking lot is an easy transition from the _
covered with pine needles to soften the route. People library contains regular openings in which one or more surrounding community to the school. lt retains the
cross an arched wooden bridge to reach the school. This persons can sit and talk, read or just sit. This path natural setting that is special to this site. As one passes
bridge is still a reference to the site. The path becomes because of the similarity of the material, provides a through the street trees onto the drive a private world is
concrete when one is across the bridge. This is the point stronger connection to the center building than the entered.The dirt was covered with gravel in an effort to
at which the building begins. This path carries the other three. This is in reference to the academic keep the dust to a minimum. Mounds of earth, planted
individual into the building. At the cafe exit to the south relationship between the center building and the library. with various local shrubs, separate the cars from each
is an arbor that becomes a bridge as it crosses the water The path to the sleeping quarters is a wooden path with other and, visually, from the school.
and again becomes an arbor. It encloses concrete walls open sides and a tin roof supported by wood members.
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WEST ELEVATION- LIBRARY O1 Sw

The decision to design the school as a collection of beginning with the administration building and become exception being the sleeping quarters where the primary
spaces rather than one building was made in order to increasingly more private as one moves through the function is not one of assembly, but one of privacy. The
give each space its own identity so that it does not complex, ending with the sleeping quarters. Each cluster center remains an area for assembly in the form ot a
become lost in the whole. By breaking it up into smaller ot buildings has a center which houses the primary courtyard, however it lacks height with no root as an
spaces a more human, less intimidating scale is function and communicates its importance with its indication of its heirarchial position in this cluster.
acheived. It also increases the overall complexity of the height. This center functions as an assembly area.This The primary buildings are similar in design. The
building by introducing a greater variety of relationships. area is a performance space in the center cluster, a function of roof support is removed from the exterior wall
The composition of each cluster allows the school to reading room in the library and a dining room in the cafe. and placed on the columns which traditionally symbolize
appear as a village rather than as a repetition ot elements. Each of these is surrounded by whatever support areas the upright stance of human beings. This leaves the
The public spaces are encountered first upon arrival, are required, (restrooms, classrooms, kitchen, ect.) The exterior walls free to undulate as is necessary to bring in
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WEST ELEVATION O1 51O

natural light where desired. These columns also define consists of poured concrete, sloped just enough for wythes of 8" block. The interior wythe receives the
the interior gathering space. The space created between water drainage and covered with water proofing and I concrete roof slabs spanning the peripheral space and
the exterior wall and the interior columns is used for white gravel. Scuppers carry water away from the the exterior wythe receives the concrete slab spanning
sitting (eg.1o watch dance, to gather and talk, to read, to concrete roofs and empty it onto gravel troughs dug into the circulation space. The peripheral slabs also bear 4"
eat), for storage (eg.:chairs, books, props) and to house the round to hel dis erse the water and revent on the su ortin columns. The librar and cafe areY
the mechanical chases. The hip roofs which cover each pooling. The exterior walls are constructed of masonry similar except where circulation space does not exist. At
building are built of exposed wood trusses and covered block, split faced where it is veneer and finished where it these points the exterior wythe is 4" thick. The
with standing seam metal. The metal reflects the sky and is structural. A bond beam is used as the top course to supporting columns are precast concrete in the
the light coming through the trees. The roof which help support the roof. Bond beams are also used to span performance space and masonry block elsewhere. The
covers the circulation spaces and the pripheral spaces all openings. The center exterior wall consists of two columns in the smaller support buildings consist of one
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WEST ELEVATION — CAFE O1 5 10

block turned into the room to receive the wood trusses. warm to prevent injury. Theretore, clerestory windows
Othervvise the walls consist of one wylhe of 8" block and automatically close if the temperature drops below 75
a 4" exterior non-supporting wylhe of split faced block. degrees. The use of air conditioning should be kept to a
Glass block detines the transparent entrance plane at minimum. Vents are large in order to reduce drafts and
the studio openings. Operable clerestory windows were background noise. The combination ot material planes
chosen because they provide strong omnidirectional also helps reduce carriage ot sound in the center
light which helps control shadow and because they performance space. C

provide the opportunity to release the heat generated
during performances and classes. Natural ventilation also
helps eliminate stale odors.The dancers need to be kept
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® CENTER FLOOR PLAN O1 SIG

The heart of the complex is the performance space. provided except for the cast concrete benches that are for each performance. These closets are also used to
This is a flexible dance space. The dancers and the an Integral part of the supporting columns. These run store props when necessary and to house the
audience share the same space which can be adjusted in along the periphery between the columns and the mechanical chases. Opposing columns form a sort of
size to accomodate the dance. The space should not be exterior wall. A hole was left in the columns to provide the proscenium arch without the arch, because these strong
so large that the dancers movements are lost or so small students with an alternate route of passage. (ie: through verticals help define the edge of the space chosen for
that the movements are restricted. This Is accomplished the columns) This also provides the students with any particulardance.
with the use of non structural light weight steel trusses another possible gathering place. Uplighting was used
suspended by cables from the wooden roof trusses. on the columns here and elsewhere in an effort to .
These can be raised or Iowered on one or both sides to prevent direct glare and because the columns offer the
receive the lights, props or backdrops. Any proportion of ideal place for such lights. Chairs are stored in closets on
the room can be used at atime. No permanent seatlng is either end of the room and are brought out as needed
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The corridor surrounding the peripheral space
provides the dancers with a private place to pause and
gather their thoughts before moving onto the stage. The

footsteps as one walks; loud in front of the entrances to
the center space and quiet in between. The ceiling

filter over the carpet in a pattem of tiny squares. Skylights
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are located above the tile before each opening to bring people can move freely in and out of the space. pleasant weather these can be left open to increase
in natural light. Shading, operable from below, covers the The lobby is located across the oonidoron the west ventilation. During intermission, patrons can move onto
skylights in order to prevent direct light from interfering side of the building. A set of stairs leads down to the the veranda to gather and talk, wander down into the
with performances. To further emphasize the freedom of floor below where restrooms as well as a prop room and a gardens or sit by the fish pond in front. Gardens are
the wall to move as it will, the oomers in the corridor were costume room are located. Props can be carried up the planted with local plants and vegetation which keeps
cut away so that only a corner column remains as an widened staircase. The lobby is kept small in order to maintenance to a minimum and preserves the natural
indication of the corridor width. Doors were eliminated perpetuate the excitement of the performance. beauty of the site. Visitors should have a sense of where
from around the corridor to prevent interruption during Excitement can be lost if people have too much room to they are, geographically, when they are in the gardens.
performance and therefore were not necessary for the mill around. Several sets of french doors open onto a
center at all. Therefore, the center was left open so veranda that is visible on approach to the school. During
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@ PERSPECTIVE AT STU DIO ENTRANCE

Doors to the studios open oft the Iegs of the resulting columns maintain the original corridor width and
pinwheel as one moves towards the cafe, library and define limits for a skylight above. At the entrances, the
sleeping quarters. At the point of entrance to the studios carpet again gives way to a hard tile floor which runs the
the corridor was widened in order to create a static place perimeter of the transitional space.
in an othenivise moving space. This space is lined with
benches to provide people with a place to sit while
waiting for class. The dancers movements can be
vaguely observed through a glass block wall which
separates the studio from the widened corridor. The
block wall dissolves into two columns in this space and
resumes its continuity on the other side. The four
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sl The studios have two walls of mirrors that span from
"? window to window. The barres are permanently attached~§ to the columns. Three of the six studios have attached• WOOd9|'1 ptä|’1O |'OO|'T1S SO that {{19 S{Ud9I'1{S Cäl’1 have the

sl, experience of performing to live music. Two of theremaining studios have doors along the far wall to allow
the students to move outside to dance or to simply open
the doors during pleasant weather and let fresh air

\\l*7° .circulate.
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The dressing rooms are located beneath the

g g I studios. They receive natural light from skylights that run
the outside length of the back wall of the studio above.
There are two dressing rooms below each studio pair,

I C
one for males and one for females. The females is slightly
larger based on the ratio of men to women. Stairs
decending from each studio empty onto a shared
corridor space and the dressing room entries open off of
this space. Each dressing room has a row of make-up
tables located beneath the skylights and lit with
incandescent light fixtures. The dressing rooms alsoDRESSING ROOM PLAN O1 5 10 _ .PVOVIÖB I¤¤k@rS I<>r SI<>'a¤@ ¤I I>@rS¤¤¤I ¤@I¤¤9·¤¤S-
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® LIBRARY PLAN 01 5 10
The library is similar to the performance space in from shining in the eyes of the person seated opposite

construction. The space between the exterior wall and when the sun is high. Book cases also run between a
the supporting columns is used for placement of second series of short non—supporting columns which
individual carrels along the sides and for floor to ceiling divide the room into four smaller areas that contain tables
bookcases on either end. The upper shelves are and chairs. The hardwood floor in these areas is covered
reached by use of a sliding ladder. Each reader seated at with carpet to help deaden sound.
a carrel has a narrow window directly alongside across
which a translucent fiber panel can be pulled if the sun
shines in directly. The exterior wall undulates above so
that each reader has a window supplying natural light
from behind. The roof overhang will prevent direct sun
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@ CAFE PLAN O1 5¤ I

The cafe is also similar fo the performance space relationship of the columns to each other and fo the
and library except that its entire wall undulatesto provide walls. Artificial light is provided by pendants made of
floor fo ceiling windows behind each peripheral table. frosted green glass and metal which are suspended
Diners sit af quiet small tables along the periphery or af above each table from the wood trusses. lncandescent
larger, more social tables in the center of the room. An lamps provide soft light for each table.The peripheral
extra opportunity for employment is provided for the space along the entrance wall is for storage and the
students by allowing them to work in the cafe as waiters mechanical chase. French doors located on the south

and waitresses. It is possible fo open the cafe to the wall open onto a terrace leading fo a covered outdoor

public as a way of providing extra revenue for the school. dining area. The studios are visable across the water and
The floor consists of file laid in a pattern that reflects the diners can observe the dancers.
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@ SLEEPING ROOMS— PLAN O1 sw
The sleeping rooms each have a window looking

out onto the courtyard. The wooden path around the

courtyard and the courtyard itself provide the students

with a place to gather in the evenings. The sleeping

rooms are basicly provided for the students who come
for short term workshops. The majority of the students
reside in apartment buildings in the surrounding

community or at home. The rooms were intended to be

designed with built in furniture that would provide the
students with a minimal, but comfortable place to stay.
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